
The Mind Table, LLC Receives Patent Award
#8,353,855 For Their Therapeutic Relaxation
Device

/EINPresswire.com/ The Mind Table, LLC announces U.S. Patent Award for their therapeutic

relaxation device called The Mind Table®.

The Mind Table, LLC announces U.S. Patent Award for their therapeutic relaxation device called

The Mind Table®.  In a recent interview Jason Vincent, President of The Mind Table, LLC,

commented, “Now we can take The Mind Table to the next level, showing how blood movement

and stretching can improve the lives of millions suffering from a host of stress related mental

and physical illnesses.”

The rhythmic motion of The Mind Table causes the parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous

system to relax. This is done through programmable oscillating movements, producing a positive

effect upon the circulatory system improving cellular efficiency.  “Sometimes the best solutions

are the simplest. Everyone that has used this machine is surprised that such a straightforward

execution of technology produces such a variety of positive results” explains Vincent.  “Another

effect is controlled blood volume movement – reducing heart rate and blood pressure.  Relief

from back, hip, and joint pain are also common outcomes from just a few minutes on The Mind

Table,” Vincent continues  “Clients also experience profound relaxation and reduction in stress,

as The Mind Table can stimulate the full range of physiological responses, from a sense of

wellbeing to profound relaxation to sleep.” According to Vincent, “Returning Veterans with PTSD

can benefit as The Mind Table evokes the relaxation response”.

“One of our clients, a 16-year-old named Ryan, suffers from cerebral palsy. He had improved

mobility, decreased muscular pain, and increased muscle control after his first experience on

this device.”  Vincent continues, “Ryan gets a little better with each session.  I’m excited that The

Mind Table can have such a powerful and immediate effect on such a devastating disease.”

Vincent is confident that this device will continue to prove to be a unique, non-invasive, non-

chemical solution for a host of ailments. Those suffering from diabetes and the resulting

Peripheral Vascular Disease may benefit from faster healing of sores and postpone or negate the

need for amputation.”

After years of encouraging results in various settings, The Mind Table, LLC is pursuing further

studies at clinics, hospitals, universities and is now available to the general public.

http://www.themindtable.com
http://www.themindtable.com
http://www.themindtable.com
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